Better Outcomes

A team of strong,
compassionate, and
experienced advocates
on your side, working
to achieve Better
Outcomes.
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Message from
Catherine
Leach Legal is one of Perth’s largest Family Law firms, delivering
a complete range of legal services to clients as they face the
challenges and stress of relationship breakdowns.
For many people, this is a difficult and uncertain
time. Our focus is on providing you with a reliable,
quality service resulting in the very best outcome.
I understand that during these trying times, you
need a trusted lawyer who can provide you with
the necessary advice and guidance to recommend
the best way forward. At Leach Legal your matter
is important to us. We will ensure that you receive
the best advice possible to resolve your matter in
an effective and timely manner.

I thank you for placing your trust in us.

Catherine Leach
Managing Director
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Dedicated to achieving
Better Outcomes
Leach Legal is Perth’s most significant
and leading Family Law firm dedicated to
achieving Better Outcomes for clients.
We provide certainty by helping you
understand the legal process, deciding what
steps to take and by supporting you every step
of the way through the process. We help you
avoid unnecessary expenses and protracted
Court proceedings wherever possible by
facilitating mediation services and methods
of Alternative Dispute Resolution.
Our team includes lawyers with experience
across every aspect of Family Law. Whatever
your legal needs may be, our team of
seasoned practitioners are here to offer you
the following:

•

A Reduced rate of litigation cases

•

A High rate of mediation cases

•

Better Outcomes

•

Recommendations on your best course of
action

•

Your needs met in a cost-conscious
manner

•

Specialist experience

We strive to get the best legal outcome for
you and your loved ones thought helping you
navigate the legal journey in such a way as to
minimise stress and maximise fair outcomes.
Let us work together to achieve the settlement
you desire and one that is a Better Outcome
for all.
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Meet the team that brings
you Leach Legal
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Based in the Perth CBD, Leach Legal is a team
of highly skilled, passionate, experienced,
supportive, and empathetic professionals who
are committed to achieving Better Outcomes
for clients.
The team work collaboratively with you to
ensure your matter is resolved efficiently and
effectively.
Here at Leach Legal, we understand that
relationship breakdowns are challenging for
everyone involved which is why our practising
Family Lawyers are fully equipped in handling
delicate negotiations and emotions.

•

To provide certainty to clients, by helping
them understand the legal process.

•

To avoid expensive and protracted Court
proceedings wherever possible.

•

To achieve fair outcomes through highly
skilled mediation and the methods of
Alternative Dispute Resolution.

•

To provide functional settlements that best
enable clients to move on with their lives.

•

To provide high quality legal representation
in court, where settlement is not possible.

Our lawyers are united by the same guiding
philosophy. This can be best summarised as:
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Meet our Lawyers

Catherine Leach

Damien Bowen

Elizabeth O’Sullivan

Linda Tudori

Jessica O’Neil

Vince Bradley

Chantelle McGarvie

Kimberley Morrison

Kylie Truscott

Managing Director

Consultant

Senior Associate
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Senior Consultant

Consultant

Senior Associate

Consultant

Senior Associate

Senior Associate

Amanda Patterson
Senior Associate

Anna Westphal
Senior Associate

Santi Rodda
Associate

Catherine Wong
Associate
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Our services include
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Divorce

Same Sex/De Facto
Relationships

Property & Financial
Settlements

Arrangements
for Children

Child
Support

Consent
Orders

Spousal
Maintenance

Binding Financial
Agreements

Restraining
Orders

Adoption &
Surrogacy

Appeals

Estate & Succession
Plannning

One of the happiest
moments ever is when you
find the courage to let go of
what you can’t change.
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Our clients

LG

MV

ET
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I don’t even know where to start... Having the support through
it all has been so fantastic. You were a huge help to me and
after our calls I felt so much more comforted and at ease. In
fact, now that it is all over I feel like I have lost a limb - being my
legal team who were with me all along the way. I honestly feel
at a bit of a loss with the idea that I won’t be able to just call for
a bit of advice and a pep talk! Please thank everyone at Leach
Legal. I will definitely be recommending your firm to anyone that
might need you.

I was at a different firm initially and although the fees were
comparable, the service at Leach Legal is completely different.
Before I even arrived the phone calls and emails made me
feel that Leach Legal is in my corner and they care. The whole
culture and feel of Leach Legal makes me feel as if they are all
working together as a team.

I was delighted – even my husband was happy about the
service. Thank you for your help with this matter. I would
definitely recommend Leach Legal to friends and would hope
they would be as satisfied as I have been.

BZ

The team at Leach Legal were incredible and made a stressful
situation much easier. Everything was fair and communication
about cost and billing was amazing. I already have recommended
Leach Legal to others and will continue to do so in the future.

HN

In all my days with lawyers and legal firms I have never had service
like I had from your firm. It is truly outstanding. I would 100%
recommend Leach Legal to anyone else. It has been a very difficult
time and it helps to have the support.

CL

I would recommend Leach Legal at a drop of a hat and have done
many times. If someone needed Family Law advice, Catherine
would be the first port of call.
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Pathways to separation
Amicable

Amicable
with issues

Amicable
with issues

Consent
– file for
court order

Mediation

Consent
– file for
court order

Unsolved
issues

Litigation

Court

Settled/
Finalised
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Disputed

The future
depends on what
you do today.

Book your free
15 minute consultation
today
Level 15, 240 St Georges Terrace, Perth WA 6000
Phone: (08) 9486 9733
Email: info@leachlegal.com.au
leachlegal.com.au

